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Introduction
cy pres... – This, in fact, strange, strange institution.
But, a precedent has just been set by a Federal appeals Court in the
U.S.A. that will no doubt be of many consequences to come.
‘The good Samaritans’, recipient of these awards, various non-profits
or university groups, too often entertain questionable relationships with
the same companies they should analyze, if not criticize : a little too close
for their own good – “troubled” was a recent Court in view of these.
We give this important 2019 precedent with only summary apparatus.
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE THIRD
CIRCUIT. No. 17-1480. IN RE: GOOGLE INC. COOKIE
PLACEMENT CONSUMER PRIVACY LITIGATION. Theodore H.
Frank, Appellant.
Mandatory reading for all legal scholars, computer scientists, activists
and technologists. (In particular pages 24 to 27.)
1 cy pres, a strange institution
Respectable readers will pardon us, but we cannot help but hear “cash
press” in “cy pres”.
The origins of the word merit some commentary : cy pres comes from
the French, whose modern equivalent would be “si pres” – meaning “so,
so close”.
And, “so, so close” from some companies are a number of well-known
non-profits, whose embarrassing practices of “revolving doors” and “golden
parachutes”-like careers had become so obvious we had no choice – against
our best will – but to put down on paper, black and white, for everyone
to see... A slap on their fingers.
Cindy Cohn and her quarter-million salary... Fred von Lohmann, who
even more so than Donna Wentworth, had truly gone wherever the wind
blew, so for instance when he worked for the EFF, then Tor, then Google –
a career progression so bizarre, he should be given the taste of strawberry,
chocolate or vanilla milkshake some day...
Alas EPIC, Privacy International and other non-profits which have
done considerable work in the shadows of these shadowy characters, do
not post cat pictures and are not located in San Francisco (for their own
good), and do not have the same air of cool – as a consequence. But,
it is to them rather that we would entrust our hopes, if at all – and our
money. Better straight and old-fashioned than cool and wishy-washy and
bendable.
A total independence should be the standard by which any “cy pres”
recipient should be judged, measured by various factors (explicitely not
only economic) – should this institution continue to exist.
—
All in all, what a strange world we were catapulted in, when almost
4 years ago we turned to the world of technology, and started writing a
2
work completely independent from the tenets of this culture. Now over
60 publications.
The double employments that are so common here have no parallels in
other fields like history or sociology or literature. The modern computer
scientist has a ’business on the side’, the most normal thing in the world
— to them, but to them only.
The rest of us stand bewildered on the side.
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